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Abstract

Variable order affine projection algorithms have been recently presented to

be used when not only the convergence speed of the algorithm has to be

adjusted but also its computational cost and its final residual error. These

kind of affine projection (AP) algorithms improve the standard AP algorithm

performance at steady state by reducing the residual mean square error.

Furthermore these algorithms optimize computational cost by dynamically

adjusting their projection order to convergence speed requirements.

The main cost of the standard AP algorithm is due to the matrix inver-

sion that appears in the coefficient update equation. Most efforts to decrease

the computational cost of these algorithms have focused on the optimization

of this matrix inversion. This paper deals with optimization of the compu-

tational cost of variable order AP algorithms by recursive calculation of the

inverse signal matrix. Thus, a fast exact variable order AP algorithm is pro-

posed. Exact iterative expressions to calculate the inverse matrix when the

algorithm projection order either increases or decreases are incorporated into
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a variable order AP algorithm leading to a reduced complexity implementa-

tion. The simulation results show the proposed algorithm performs similarly

to the variable order AP algorithms and it has a lower computational com-

plexity.

Keywords: Adaptive filters, Affine projection algorithm, Fast algorithm,

Computational complexity, Efficient matrix inversion.

1. Introduction

The affine projection (AP) algorithm [1][2] shows better convergence

speed than the least mean square (LMS) algorithm [3] and it is simple, robust

and stable. The efficiency of AP algorithms has been reported in a variety

of applications, such as active noise control [4], acoustic equalization [5] and

echo cancellation [6]. The behavior of the AP is mainly determined by a

parameter called projection order, N . The AP algorithm behaves similarly

to the normalized LMS algorithm [3] when N = 1 and to the recursive least

squares (RLS) adaptive algorithm [7] when N increases. Therefore the AP

shows slow convergence and little residual error when N is small, and fast

convergence and higher residual error for large values of N . Variable step-size

affine projection algorithms have already been proposed [8]-[11] to overcome

this duality and achieve better performance in steady state without penal-

izing the speed of adaptation of the algorithm. Although these strategies

achieve better final error in steady state, their computational cost remains

invariant throughout algorithm execution and depends mainly on its pro-

jection order. A possible improvement to overcome these drawbacks is the

adaptation of the projection order in response to algorithm performance.
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Thus, some variable order AP algorithms [12]-[14], have been developed re-

cently in order to dynamically adjust their projection order to convergence

speed needs, and decrease the computational cost of the algorithm and its

residual error. However this promising improvement of the AP algorithm has

still some performance points to be analyzed such as its computational cost,

which involves developing its fast versions.

Despite its computational cost, the AP algorithm can be considered good

enough [15] in comparison with other algorithms that exhibit similar perfor-

mance like the RLS algorithm. Many efforts have been made to decrease its

computational cost as described in [16]-[21]. However the strategies based

on approximations or models used to decrease the computational cost of

the algorithm can slightly worsen the algorithm performance in some cases.

Therefore, this paper avoids these methods and focuses on the efficient calcu-

lation of the inverse signal matrix that appears within the algorithm update

equations of all the variable order AP algorithms. By using this method, ef-

ficient approaches are obtained that behave exactly like the original non fast

versions when an accurate initial value of the inverse matrix is provided and

show a significant reduction of their computational cost. Variable order AP

algorithms can eventually change their projection order between iterations,

therefore a recursive method to calculate the inverse matrix has to consider

the inverse matrix updates from a previous inverse matrix of different size.

Among the different variable order AP algorithms available and to illustrate

the performance of the efficient method introduced, the authors have used

the variable order AP (VAP) algorithm. The application of the fast recursive

method to the VAP provides the fast exact variable order AP (FExVAP).
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On the other hand, the efficient computation of the matrix inversion can be

applied to other variable order AP algorithms such as the evolving order AP

(E-AP) algorithm [13]. Thus, some simulation results of the E-AP and of

its fast exact approach, the FExE-AP, which uses the proposed fast exact

inversion method, have been also carried out.

Section 2 briefly describes the AP algorithm and the foundation of its

variable order versions, and a recursive method to calculate the inverse sig-

nal matrix from its previous values for the VAP algorithm is developed in

Section 3. The simulation results are presented in Section 4, comparing the

VAP, the E-AP, their fast exact approaches (FExVAP and FExE-AP, respec-

tively) and the original AP algorithm. The reduction of the computational

cost in terms of number of multiplications is also presented in Section 4.

Finally conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. The variable order affine projection algorithm

The AP algorithm attempts to generate a version of an unknown sig-

nal, d(n), by filtering a reference signal, x(n), correlated with d(n). Fig. 1

illustrates an example of system identification where x(n) and d(n) are re-

lated through a transversal adaptive filter. The adaptive filter coefficients

are updated by the following equation [22] for a projection order N ,

wL(n) = wL(n− 1) + µAT (n)[A(n)AT (n) + δI]−1eN(n) (1)

where I represents the N × N identity matrix, wL(n) is a vector that com-

prises the L adaptive filter coefficients and matrix A(n) of N × L size is

defined as

AT (n) = [xL(n) xL(n− 1) ... xL(n−N + 1)], (2)
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with xT
L(n) = [x(n) x(n− 1) ... x(n− L + 1)] and eN(n) is given by

eN(n) = dN(n)−A(n)wL(n− 1), (3)

with

dT
N(n) = [d(n) d(n− 1) ... d(n−N + 1)]. (4)

Constants µ and δ are called, respectively, the convergence and the regular-

ization parameters [22].

Variable order AP algorithms use the update equation (1) but their pro-

jection order can change between iterations. This projection order varies

in order to speed up convergence speed and minimize computational cost

and residual error depending on certain conditions that can differ slightly

between different variable order AP approaches. For instance, the evolving

order AP described in [13] uses the instantaneous value of the residual error

signal power to update the projection order and keep a single µ. Even though

this lead to improvement due to the change in projection order, as a general

rule, it does not achieve optimum residual error in the steady state since this

residual error depends on both µ and the projection order. Alternatively,

the AP approach used in this paper and named variable order AP (VAP),

changes the projection order when the, also variable, convergence parame-

ter µ exceeds given maximum or minimum values. Therefore, the algorithm

described (VAP) changes both the step-size parameter and the projection

order (a similar AP algorithm for echo cancellation that changes also both
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parameters is presented in [23]). Thus,

N(n + 1) =





min {N(n) + 1, Nmax} , µ(n) > µmax · µNup

N(n), other

max {N(n)− 1, 1} , µ(n) < µmax · µNdown,

(5)

where Nmax is the higher projection order and µNup and µNdown the maxi-

mum and minimum thresholds relative to µmax. Due to the simplicity of the

algorithm, these parameters are selected depending on the objectives. In this

way, if the goal is to perform well at transient state we need a low µNdown

value, whereas a low µNup value provides good tracking capabilities. On the

other hand, high threshold values are required to obtain a good steady-state

behavior. The maximum step-size parameter µmax in (5) is chosen to guar-

antee both fast convergence speed and filter stability and ideally should be

less than 1 [24][25].

The variation rule for the convergence parameter can be chosen by at-

tempting to ensure that the mean square deviation of the filter weights under-

goes the largest decrease between algorithm iterations and it is given by [8]

µ(n) = µmax
‖p(n)‖2

‖p(n)‖2 + C
, (6)

where p(n) is an estimation of the mean value of AT (n)[A(n)AT (n)+δI]−1eN(n),

which is obtained from an exponential weighting of its instantaneous value

as

p(n) = αp(n− 1) + (1− α)AT (n)[A(n)AT (n) + δI]−1eN(n) (7)

with 0 < α < 1, and C is a positive parameter that depends on the algorithm

projection order. µ(n) is equivalent to the constant µ parameter in (1).
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Moreover, inversion of the RN(n) matrix, being RN(n) = A(n)AT (n) +

δI, requires O(N3/2) multiplications, which can represent the costlier part

of the algorithm. The size of this matrix changes dynamically in variable

order AP algorithms. There are methods to recursively calculate this matrix

inversion with a much lower cost but they have to be extended to the variable

order approach, which means considering cases when the projection order

either increases or decreases between algorithm iterations.

3. Efficient matrix inversion

As noted above, the costlier computational cost of the AP algorithm

is initially due to the computation of the matrix RN(n) and its inversion,

which is given by LN2 +O(N3/2) multiplications. However, A(n)AT (n) can

be computed recursively as

A(n)AT (n) = M(n) = M(n−1)+xN(n)xT
N(n)−xN(n−L)xT

N(n−L), (8)

using 2N2 multiplications, thus this cost is reduced to 2N2 + O(N3/2) mul-

tiplications. In order to further reduce this computational cost, recursive

algorithms to calculate R−1
N (n) from the matrix in the previous iterations,

R−1
N (n− 1), can be used. Nevertheless, recursive algorithms to calculate ei-

ther R−1
N−1(n) or R−1

N+1(n) from the previous values with different projection

order, that is from R−1
N (n−1), also have to be developed in order to deal with

the recent variable order versions of the AP algorithm. In Algorithm 1 the

different cases discussed below for the FExVAP algorithm are summarized.
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3.1. Iterative calculation of R−1
N (n) from R−1

N (n− 1)

The iterative calculation of R−1
N (n) from R−1

N (n − 1) is similar to the

matrix inversion used in the sliding window RLS algorithm [7]. An equivalent

method can be found in [26] or [27].

From (8) the following equations can be given

RN(n) = RN(n− 1) + xN(n)xT
N(n)− xN(n− L)xT

N(n− L)

= QN(n)− xN(n− L)xT
N(n− L)

(9)

with

QN(n) = RN(n− 1) + xN(n)xT
N(n), (10)

and xT
N(n) = [x(n) x(n− 1) ... x(n−N + 1)].

We can carry out the following matrix identification in (9)

1. Γ = RN(n)

2. Θ−1 = QN(n)

3. Φ = xN(n)

4. Ψ = −1

and then apply the matrix inversion lemma (see Appendix A) to calculate

R−1
N (n) as

R−1
N (n) = Q−1

N (n) + β(n)[1− xT
N(n− L)β(n)]−1βT (n), (11)

where β(n) = Q−1
N (n)xN(n− L).

The matrix inversion lemma can be used again to calculate Q−1
N (n), using

in (10)

1. Γ = QN(n)
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2. Θ−1 = RN(n− 1)

3. Φ = xN(n)

4. Ψ = 1

Thus

Q−1
N (n) = R−1

N (n− 1)−α1(n)[1 + xT
N(n)α1(n)]−1αT

1 (n) (12)

where α1(n) = R−1
N (n− 1)xN(n). Therefore, a recursive algorithm to calcu-

late R−1
N (n) from R−1

N (n− 1) is finally summarized in Algorithm 1.

In this way 4(N2 +N) multiplications are needed to obtain R−1
N (n) using

the above fast exact strategy, thereby reducing the original cost mainly for

high projection orders.

3.2. Iterative calculation of R−1
N−1(n) from R−1

N (n− 1)

This calculation is made in two steps. First R−1
N (n) from R−1

N (n − 1)

is calculated by using the matrix inversion lemma described in Section 3.1.

Then, a simple relation allow to calculate R−1
N−1(n) from R−1

N (n). To achieve

this, matrix RN(n) can be rewritten as

RN(n) =




RN−1(n) rN−1(n)

rT
N−1(n) rN−1(n)


 , (13)

where rN−1(n) and rN−1(n) can be also recursively calculated by

rN−1(n) = rN−1(n−1)+xN−1(n)x(n−N +1)−xN−1(n−L)x(n−N−L+1),

(14)

and

rN−1(n) = rN−1(n− 1) + x2(n−N + 1)− x2(n−N − L + 1). (15)
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From (B.1) in Appendix B and by using the following identification

statements,

1. A11 = RN−1(n)

2. A12 = rN−1(n)

3. A21 = rT
N−1(n)

4. A22 = rN−1(n)

5. F−1
11 = (R)−1

N (n), which comprises N − 1 × N − 1 upper left elements

of R−1
N (n),

we can rewrite the inverse of (13) as

R−1
N (n)

=




(R)−1
N (n) −(R)−1

N (n)rN−1(n)r−1
N−1(n)

−r−1
N−1(n)rT

N−1(n)(R)−1
N (n) r−1

N−1(n) + r−1
N−1(n)rT

N−1(n)(R)−1
N (n)rN−1(n)r−1

N−1(n)


 .

(16)

Note that R−1
N (n) has been previously calculated as in (11) by using the

matrix inversion lemma.

Finally, the matrix inversion lemma can be applied again to calculate

R−1
N−1(n) from (R)−1

N (n) and the previously calculated values of rN−1(n) and

rN−1(n). This method is described as follows:

1. α2(n) = (R)−1
N (n)rN−1(n)

2. R−1
N−1(n) = (R)−1

N (n)−α2(n)[rN−1(n) + rT
N−1(n)α2(n)]−1αT

2 (n).

The number of multiplications needed to calculate matrix R−1
N−1(n) from

R−1
N (n− 1) includes: the computation of R−1

N (n), which has a cost of 4(N +

N2) multiplications, the calculation of rN−1(n) from (14) and rN−1(n) from (15),
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which requires 2N multiplications, and finally the application of the matrix

inversion lemma with a cost of 2N2 − 2N multiplications. Therefore, the

total number of multiplications required is 6N2 + 4N .

3.3. Iterative calculation of R−1
N+1(n) from R−1

N (n− 1)

We can consider in this case that

RN+1(n) =




rN(n) rT
N(n)

rN(n) RN(n− 1)


 (17)

where rN(n) and rN(n) can be recursively calculated as

rN(n) = rN(n− 1) + x2(n)− x2(n− L) (18)

and

rN(n) = rN(n− 1) + xN(n− 1)x(n)− xN(n− L− 1)x(n− L). (19)

Let us define α3(n) = R−1
N (n− 1)rN(n) and, making use again of expres-

sions (B.1) and (B.2), it follows that

a(n) = rN(n)−αT
3 (n)rN(n). (20)

Since R−1
N (n− 1) is a symmetric matrix, (17) can be rewritten as

R−1
N+1(n) =




1/a(n) −αT
3 (n)/a(n)

−α3(n)/a(n) R−1
N (n− 1) + α3(n)αT

3 (n)/a(n)




=




0 0T

0 R−1
N (n− 1)


 + α̂3(n)α̂T

3 (n)/a(n),

(21)
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with α̂3(n) = [1,−αT
3 (n)]T and 0 is a zero column vector of size N .

Thus, it can be calculated R−1
N+1(n) from R−1

N (n− 1) as follows:

1. rN(n) = rN(n− 1) + xN(n− 1)x(n)− xN(n− L− 1)x(n− L)

2. α3(n) = R−1
N (n− 1)rN(n)

3. rN(n) = rN(n− 1) + x2(n)− x2(n− L)

4. a(n) = rN(n)−αT
3 (n)rN(n)

5. α̂3(n) = [1,−α3
T (n)]T

6. R−1
N+1(n) =




0 0T

0 R−1
N (n− 1)


 + α̂(n)α̂T (n)/a(n)

Finally, the total number of multiplications required reaches 2N2+6N+4.

4. Simulation Results

As previously described, the exact inverse matrices required by variable

order AP algorithms can be recursively calculated with a low computational

cost. These recursive calculations give an exact inverse when the initial values

of the inverses are accurate enough. For this reason, the algorithm must

start with a setup period of N · L iterations before beginning the recursive

calculations. Under these conditions the behavior of the FExVAP algorithm

is identical to the VAP algorithm apart from, obviously, its computational

cost.

In order to test the performance of the proposed FExVAP algorithm

compared to the VAP algorithm and the AP algorithm with N = 10, several
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simulations have been carried out. In addition, simulation results of the E-

AP and its computationally efficient approach, the FExE-AP, have been also

carried out and compared with the algorithms previously mentioned. The

learning curves of the algorithms are calculated by 10log

[
e2(n)

d2(n)

]
. These

curves as well as the number of multiplications per iteration required have

been calculated and shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The maximum value of the pro-

jection order was N = 10, and µNup = 1/2 and µNdown = 1/4 for the variable

AP algorithms. Simulations were performed using the basic adaptive filter-

ing scheme shown in Fig. 1 where d(n) was chosen as x(n) filtered through a

finite impulse response filter (P) of 20 randomly chosen coefficients and the

input signal x(n) was a zero mean Gaussian random signal function. The size

of the adaptive filter was fixed to 19 coefficients thus a non zero residual error

was always assured. Fig. 2 illustrates the algorithm behavior when the filter

used to generate the desired signal, d(n), remains invariable. Learning curves

depicted in Fig. 2 have been obtained by averaging over 3, 000 independent

trials of 10, 000 iterations (but only the first 1, 000 iterations are shown).

On the other hand, performance of the algorithms when the filter changes

during the simulations is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In this case, learning curves

in Fig. 4 have been obtained from 3, 000 independent realizations of 30, 000

iterations.

Figures 2-5 show that the VAP and its fast version exhibit the same

learning curves and both outperform the AP algorithm (N = 10) in terms of

multiplications required and final residual error. Furthermore, the FExVAP

algorithm requires less multiplications than the original VAP, mainly for

high projection orders. Regarding the E-AP, its efficient version (FExE-
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AP) provides the same learning curve and it falls close to the VAP curve

with a slightly poorer performance in terms of convergence speed and final

residual error. It has to be noted that the AP algorithm used the maximum

allowed projection order in these simulations, N = 10, therefore the speed

of convergence of the AP algorithm was the maximum available. The VAP

algorithm behaves as fast as the AP algorithm during transient periods since

it is able to dynamically adjust its projection order. The comparative of the

total number of multiplications of the five algorithms is shown in Table 1.

These values comprises the multiplications needed to carry out the total

number of iterations of each algorithm (10, 000 iterations for stationary and

30, 000 for non stationary environments). It can be seen that the FExVAP

algorithm needs less multiplications than the VAP as well as the FExE-AP

needs less multiplications than the E-AP. The computational cost reduction

is more significant when the algorithm consumes more time using higher

orders.

5. Conclusions

An exact and computationally efficient method to calculate the inverse

signal matrices involved in the AP and variable order AP algorithms have

been described and validated by simulations. Thus a fast exact variable order

AP (FExVAP) algorithm has been developed. This algorithm outperforms

the AP algorithm in terms of computational complexity, convergence speed

and final residual error, and outperforms the VAP in number of multiplica-

tions mainly when the algorithm is working at high projection orders, which

is frequent in non stationary environments. The developed recursive calcu-
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lation of the inverse matrices can be used when N → N , N → N + 1 or

N → N − 1 between successive algorithm iterations.
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Algorithm 1 FExVAP algorithm.
Input: Reference signal x(n), matrix R−1

N (n − 1), and vectors rN (n − 1) and

rN−1(n− 1)

Output: R−1
N (n) at time n

1: if N(n− 1) = N(n) then

2: Update the vectors xN (n) and xN (n− L)

3: α1(n) = R−1
N (n− 1)xN (n)

4: Q−1
N (n) = R−1

N (n− 1)−α1(n)αT
1 (n)/[1 + xT

N (n)α1(n)]

5: β(n) = Q−1
N (n)xN (n− L)

6: R−1
N (n) = Q−1

N (n) + β(n)βT (n)/[1− xT
N (n− L)β(n)]

7: else if N(n− 1) = N(n) + 1 then

8: Update the vectors xN−1(n) and xN−1(n− L)

9: Compute R−1
N (n) as in the case N(n− 1) = N(n)

10: Derive (R)−1
N (n) from R−1

N (n)

11: rN−1(n) = rN−1(n−1)+xN−1(n)x(n−N +1) −xN−1(n−L)x(n−N−L+1)

12: rN−1(n) = rN−1(n− 1) + x2(n−N + 1)− x2(n−N − L + 1)

13: α2(n) = (R)−1
N (n)rN−1(n)

14: R−1
N−1(n) = (R)−1

N (n)−α2(n)[rN−1(n) + rT
N−1(n)α2(n)]−1αT

2 (n)

15: else if N(n− 1) = N(n)− 1 then

16: Update the vectors xN (n) and xN (n− L− 1)

17: rN (n) = rN (n− 1) + xN (n− 1)x(n) −xN (n− L− 1)x(n− L)

18: α3(n) = R−1
N (n− 1)rN (n)

19: rN (n) = rN (n− 1) + x2(n)− x2(n− L)

20: a(n) = rN (n)−αT
3 (n)rN (n)

21: α̂3(n) = [1,−αT
3 (n)]T

22: R−1
N+1(n) =




0 0T

0 R−1
N (n− 1)


 + α̂3(n)α̂T

3 (n)/a(n)

23: end if
19



Algorithm Mult-1 Mult-2

AP (N=10) 29.47X1 5.12X2

VAP 1.30X1 1.88X2

FExVAP X1 X2

E-AP 1.64X1 1.93X2

FExE-AP 1.34X1 1.05X2

Table 1: Comparative total multiplications for stationary (Mult-1) and non stationary

(Mult-2) environments.
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Figure 1: Basic adaptive system identification scheme.
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Figure 2: Learning curves for the AP (N=10), the VAP, the E-AP, and their fast exact

approaches (FExVAP and FExE-AP) for a stationary environment during the first 1000

iterations.
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Figure 3: Number of multiplications per iteration for the AP (N=10), (a) the VAP and

the FExVAP, and (b) the E-AP and the FExE-AP in a stationary environment during the

first 1000 iterations.
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approaches (FExVAP and FExE-AP) in a non stationary environment.
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Figure 5: Number of multiplications per iteration for the AP (N=10), (a) the VAP and

the FExVAP, and (b) the E-AP and the FExE-AP in a non stationary environment.25



Appendix A. Matrix inversion lemma

Let Γ and Θ be two positive definite N ×N matrices that fulfill, [22][27]

Γ = Θ−1 + ΦΨ−1ΦT , (A.1)

where Ψ is a M ×M positive definite matrix and Φ a N ×M matrix, then,

the inverse of Γ can be calculated as

Γ−1 = Θ−ΘΦ(Ψ + ΦTΘΦ)−1ΦTΘ. (A.2)

Appendix B. Matrix inversion in block form

It is known that an inverse matrix can be calculated from its parts by


 A11 A12

A21 A22



−1

=


 F−1

11 −F−1
11 A12A

−1
22

−A−1
22 A21F

−1
11 A−1

22 + A−1
22 A21F

−1
11 A12A

−1
22




(B.1)

with

F11 = A11 −A12A
−1
22 A21. (B.2)
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